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2011  2012 Dues

If you have not already done so,
please renew your dues for the
coming 20112012 membership
year. Dues are still $10. Please
remit your dues to John Nickerson at
the meeting or send it to him at 18
Stone Street RFD #2, Middleboro,
MA 02346
Don't forget to ask for the Family
Membership if you have sons or
daughters as members in the club
as well.
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Tamiya 1/48th Vought F4U1 Corsair Kit
Review
Hal Marshman Sr

I've launched myself into a collection of
1/48th scale Corsairs. The Tamiya kit is the
best available, so that's the kit I'm using. It's
available as a 1, 1A, and 1D, with the 1
doubling as the basis for the 2 night fighter.
My plans call for me to do all four versions,
which would pretty much fill out a collection
of three bladed prop Corsairs.
Okay, let's look at the F4U1, or Birdcage
kit. For those not in the know, "Birdcage"
refers to the heavily framed cockpit
enclosure. Later marks had a semi bubble
canopy with a more sparcely framed
windscreen. To the rear of the canopy, are
tear drop shaped windows revealing a
concave fuselage area beneath. This
allowed the pilot a glimpse to his rear,
though there was certainly still a large blind
spot. While I'm on the subject of this area, let
me state that it was a part of the fuselage
exterior, not an interior surface. Such being
the case, it was painted in the same color as
the exterior, as rolled out of the factory. On
field repaints, it was easier to mask over the
glass, than remove it, thus a repainted bird
might still sport USN Blue/Gray beneath that
glass. Later on, some units in combat areas
painted the glass over, and in some cases
plated it over with aluminum sheeting. Why, I
can only guess. Perhaps the glass broke or
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punctured, and no replacements were
available. Sixtyfive years later, one can only try
to guess logically. In any case, the kit provides
two sliding canopy portions. One straight
topped, the other with a slight bulge at the top.
My references said that the airplane I wished
to reproduce had the slightly bulged canopy.
Tamiya offers you the option of open or closed
cooling gills. For my build, I selected the
closed option. Tamiya provides flaps in the
extended position. I wanted mine closed on
this bird, so ordered a set of closed flaps from
Ultra cast. To adapt the kit flaps in the closed
position would require a good deal of work,
were it to be done properly. While we're
discussing the flaps, questions always seem to
arise regardng painting them. I refer to the
leading edge of the flap, exposed when the
flaps are deployed. This area was simply the
same color as the outer areas, top and bottom.
Some also question the underwing area
exposed when the flaps are extended. This is
nor considered an interior area, thus it's the
same color as the airplane's bottom.
One of the major options in this kit, is the
ability to pose the wings either extended or
folded. The Corsair I'm working from was a
USMC island bound fighter, so I selected the
extended wing option. I've built this kit in one
form or another, several times in the past, and
"Once burnt, twice lernt" fits quite well. It's
quite tricky mounting the outer wings correctly
when chosing the extended wing option. I've
found it expedient to cement strips of thin
sheet styrene onto the inner lip of the outer
wings, to give the cement something to grab
onto, and guide the wings into a fairly smooth
joint with the inner wing section. Believe me,
it's worth the time and effort.
You are provided with several parts that
you'll not need for an extended wing 1 type U
bird. There are the main spar segments
intended for the folded wing, a tall tail wheel,
useful on the 1D verson, a radome for the 2
bird, along with a machine gun port cover for

that bird, the famous wing spoiler used on
later examples to counteract torque when
landing, an actuator rod connecting the
outer flap with the inner wing, visible when
the wings are folded, and the brace
installed between the fuselage and wing,
when the wing was folded. External stores
are provided along with the Brewster
designed bomb rack. I had no need of
those for my model, as it likely never
carried them. I do believe that's the extent
of the options and extras.
Another word to the wise, The area
behind the cockpit is a two piece insert. It
works best if each half is cemented into its
own fuselage half before the fuselage
halves are cemented together. Another
thing to install before the fuselage halves
are assembled, are the tail gear doors.
Trying to cement them in after fuselage
assembly is difficult. Trying to do so after
the tail gear is installed is even more so.
I scratch built the seat belts and
buckles, made the brake lines from art
wire, and wired the big P & W R2800.
Now, what about the paintwork? This
airplane was flown by USMC Lt James
Cupp in 1943 in the Solomon Islands. It
flew in the original USN Blue/Gray over
USN Light Gray scheme. I chose Model
master Blue/Gray for the topsides, and
their meduim Sea Gray for the undersides.
You'll hear many who opt for Light Gull
Gray for the bottoms, but I find that shade
to have a brownish tint that the specified
color did not have. Once painted, I recalled
that this bird had been in action in tropic
areas for a while, so was more than likely
faded out some, and also pobably
somewhat beat. I did the panel seams with
lead pencil, and then worked in eye
shadow make up to subtly represent the
fading, spilled fuel stains, exhaust and gun
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carbon stains. I chipped a little paint around
some of the areas where work might be
performed, with a silver pencil. I kept the
chip work to a minimum, merely indicating
a little here and there. With paint chipping,
a little goes a long ways, as far as I'm
concerned. For interiors, landing gear
colors, and wheelbays, I relied heavily on
the work of William Reese. With his
permission, last year, I posted the results of
his research. I may do so again soon, as
many of you may be new to your club, and
might not have seen the original article. In
any case, I installed MV railroad lenses
wherever lights were called for, except the
white light on the spine, and the wing tip
navigation lights, which I duplicated with
paint.
This leaves markings. The national
insignia are Yellow Wings Decals. The 15
on the front gear covers were adapted from
the kit. May I take this opportunity to state
that I had very bad luck with the kit
supplied decals, either splitting into pieces,
or curling at the edges once installed. I had
four kit sheets to work with, and none of
them were any good for me. The white
fuselage 15s were Woodland Scenics rub
ons, as were the black warning strips on
the wings. The wing walks themselves
were painted. The Daphne 'C' noseart was
hand done, in a attempt to replicate the
rough style of the original. The kill marks
came from the spares box.
These excellent quality Tamiya kits are
still available, and in most cases priced
around twenty five bucks, and a very good
deal at that price, these
days.
have fun, Hal Sr
Same wonderful engine as the Jug!

people to stop and think carefully about the
damage an incident like this can cause for a
club that is hosting an event and the ripple
effect it can have on future events for that
club.

From The Bridge

The President's Column

I know I mentioned this last issue but it’s
now official; Paul Champigny is listed on
the BayCon flyer as Vendor Coordinator.
Thanks again, Paul.
Well, as I write this we are just back from
the Maine show. We had a good turnout
of members that made the trip. Many
walked away with awards including Ted
Bunn who took “Best of Show” with his
WW1 armored cruiser SMS Scharnhorst.
(Note: The Scharnhorst was the sister
ship of the Gneisenau, and was the flag
ship of Adm. Maximilian von Spee and the
Imperial German East Asia Squadron.)
Other members I noted taking awards
were Ray Rosario, Bob Don, Paul
Champigny, Hal Marshman, Joe Ravino,
Pat McColgen, Bob Magina, and Mike
Kenney.
I am about to step off into deep water, into
an area where I warn other members not
to go. I am doing so because I think there
is a lesson to be learned here, for all of
us, and for any members from other clubs
that happen to read this. It is a negative
incident but I am going to try to stay on
the positive side of it. I am not trying to
pick a fight or obtain an apology, or get
into a war of words, but I hope I will cause
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For a number of years a large contingent of
Bay Colony members has made the trek to
the Southern Maine Scale Modelers
DowneastCon and this year was no
exception. We enjoy and look forward to this
event. That said, I witnessed an obvious
injustice to four modelers that participated,
two of which were Bay Colony members, but
that is just incidental to my story, and I had
nothing on the tables, so I have no personal
axe to grind. As an outside observer I felt
that judging had missed its mark as I heard
the results being read that Sunday
afternoon. As many of you know I served as
chief judge for BayCon for 25 years so I
have some experience to base this opinion
on. I fully realize that judging is subjective
and is subject to vagaries, but that is where
the chief judge should step in. The chief
judge should review each category folder
when returned to see if the judges appeared
to understand their mission. I would be the
first to say that it is not the function of the
chief judge to change the results, but if it
appears that the judges failed in their
mission he should ask them to justify their
choices and possibly point out where he
thinks they maybe missed something, and
give them the opportunity to adjust their
results. I also realize that gremlins will take
any opportunity to wreak havoc.
I was still making my first pass at reviewing
the models when they began to read the
results, and I was just ahead of their reading
as I came to the end of the row. I was
reviewing the armor models as they
announced the award winners for that
category. Admittedly, some of the models
from that table had been retrieved by that
time, but I had picked out a couple that I
thought were some of the better entries, but
neither were announced. Yet, the 1st place

winner was still on the table and I was
looking forward to viewing it. Based on
my choices that didn’t place, I was very
surprised to see an M4 Sherman with a
mediocre paint job and an entry form
that just said “Out of the Box”. When I
had looked at Collections I was
surprised and impressed at the Circus
Train and wagon collection. It brought
back fond memories of the times when
we displayed with the Carl Hagenbeck
Ring of circus modelers. Admittedly it
was a bit overwhelming but contained an
immense amount of work. Again I was
surprised by no award. Then there was
SciFi and Fantasy, and ‘Jack’. Now for
those of you that haven’t met Jack, let
me say that Jack is a taste that I haven’t
quite acquired, yet. He stands about 30”
tall and is entirely scratchbuilt or
sculpted, if you will. No award for Jack.
Had any one of these incidents occurred
you could maybe write it off to the
vagaries I mentioned above. Seeing it
occur four fold raises other questions.
Now to the lessons I promised. When a
modeler enters a contest he or she
realizes he can be beaten, there is no
guarantee of an award. But when a
modeler enters an exceptional model or
a model of exceptional effort and scope
and is beaten out by a model that is
evident to be not on par, it leaves a bad
taste. It is very possible those four
modelers may not return to compete
next year. Let’s take it one step further.
Suppose those four modelers return to
their home clubs and tell their tale to just
one other modeler and place doubts
about the fairness of the contest. That is
now eight modelers that may not show
up at your event. The Circus modeler
may write it off by saying that the judges
only are interested in military stuff. The
others may guess at ‘home town
favoritism’ or suggest unqualified judges.
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And that brings us to me, (a big supporter
of DowneastCon in the past), what do I say
to someone that asks me about attending
the show? That gets us to ten or more
modelers that may not make the trip. And if
I noticed this situation I suspect others did
also. So when you are judging and you
think you want your buddy Joe to win, think
about the repercussions your decision may
have on your clubs future events. Once the
taint of favoritism is cast upon a show it is
very hard to win back the respect of
modelers. Especially from those that
perceive themselves to be a victim of it. Ok,
get me down off this soap box.
[Reasonable arguments or statements of
opposing view will be accepted and
considered for future publication.]
Bob Magina has moved. In case you
haven’t heard, Bob’s wife gave her blessing
to Bob taking over the basement. Bob has
contracted with Model Rooms ‘R’ Us for a
state of the art model room and
construction is underway. Bob tells me that
one of his requirements was that there will
be enough room under the desk for him to
crawl into. Bob felt that because he has
been modeling in a ‘closet’ for so many
years that all this new space may affect his
concentration and restrict the flow of
creative juices. For more info on Model
Rooms ‘R’ Us contact Kevin Conlon.
In my last column I wrote about the Coast
Guard rescue off of Cape Cod. Continuing
in that vein, this month, April 15th is the
100th anniversary of the sinking of the
Titanic. Because of last minute
cancellations and unrecorded passengers
the exact loss of life is unknown, but the
number used is 1514 of which 696 were
crew, (46%), which included 3 women. We
all know the Titanic story or at least the
basics. Big new ship, maiden voyage, big
iceberg, ship sinks, people die. Many of us
think this is the worst maritime disaster of
all time, not so. Have you heard of the

Empress of Ireland, MV Wilhelm Gustloft,
MV MontBlanc, or the SS Sultana? The
Empress of Ireland is Canada’s worst
maritime disaster. She was rammed
broadsides in the St. Lawrence on May 29,
1914 and sank. 1012 died, including 840
passengers, more passengers than from
the Titanic. In a matter of semantics, the
MV MontBlanc exploded in Halifax
Harbor, N.S., (she was carrying munitions),
on the 6th Dec. 1917. about 2,000 people
were killed by falling debris and collapsing
buildings, over 9,000 were injured. The SS
Sultana is the U.S.’s worst maritime
disaster. On Apr. 27, 1865 the Mississippi
R. paddle wheeler exploded while
transporting Union wounded and freed
POWs. 1,800 out of 2,400 died. The MV
Wilhelm Gustloff is considered to be the
worst maritime disaster of all time. She
was torpedoed on Jan. 30 1945 by Soviet
sub S13. She was transporting soldiers,
Nazi officials and German civilians
escaping from East Prussia as the
Russians closed in. An exact count is not
known but it is estimated that more than
9,400 died in the sinking.
Over the last 10 years, IPMS/USA
chapters, of which we are one, have sent
thousands of kits and associated supplies
to the troops deployed to Iraq and
Afghanistan. With the drawdown ongoing,
IPMS/USA has joined with the Wounded
Warriors Project to distribute those
donated kits and supplies to recovery
centers in the US. The individual chapters
are encouraged to work through their local
Veterans Administration hospitals or other
military establishments in their area. For
more info you can contact me or visit
www.ipmsusa.org and go to the Support
Our Troops section.
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Support Your Local

This is our 2011 – 2012, 43rd membership
year. The membership fee is still only $10
per year. If you would like to pay a couple
years in advance we can handle that. The
family membership plan is available. Mail
your payments to me or see me at a
meeting, checks to be made payable to Bay
Colony Historic Modelers.
God bless America! Pray for our servicemen
overseas.
Happy modeling and give kits to kids!
John J. Nickerson

bchmaprez@verizon.net

Up Scope:
May 12th Meeting
Robert Magina  Host
71 Willow Lane
Plainville, MA 02762
5086957754
Take 95N to 495N. Take exit 14B (Rte 1 –
North Attleboro). Go through the lights,
heading towards North Attleboro on Rte 1.
(Pass Boston Tropical Garden at lights) Go
to next light, intersection of Rte 106 and Rte
1 – go right onto Rte 106 towards Plainville
center. (Convenience Store at lights). go to
bottom of hill at the light take a right onto Rte
1A. Go past the Plainville Police and Fire on
your right. Take right onto Sharlene Lane –
Willow Lane is the first right – I am on the
corner of Willow Lane and Maple Terrace –
#71 Look for my Honda in the driveway – I
would like to ask everyone to please park
along Sharlene Lane and walk down Willow
Lane to my Condo – I am very close to
Sharlene Lane. Thank you for parking there
and making the short walk.
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June 9th Meeting
Steven Kwasny  Host
184 Blackstone Street
Blackstone, MA 01504
5087172449
Take I495 N, or 495 S. Take exit 16 for King
St toward Franklin/Woonsocket RI. Turn left
onto King St, go under overpass and follow
(if taking 495S, take right off exit) 1.0 mi.
Continue onto Washington St (same road)
2.8 mi. Continue onto Pulaski Blvd (same
road) 2.1 mi. At the set of lights, bear right
onto MA126 N/S Main St. At the intersection
you will see a strip mall with a Dean Bank,
you will also see a Walgreens in front of you,
and Bellingham Vet Clinic 0.7 mi. At the set
of lights, turn left onto Elm St 1.3 mi. Turn left
toward Summer St 108 ft. Keep right onto
Summer St 0.4 mi. Go through intersection of
Farm St and Summer St 0.7 mi. Turn right
onto Blackstone St at stop sign. Destination
will be on the right, you can park on side of
the street in front of house, or on Susan
Drive.
From I295 N or S
Take exit 9B for RI146 N toward
Woonsocket 0.6 mi. Keep left at the fork and
merge onto RI146 N/Eddie Dowling Hwy.
Continue to follow RI146 N 5.5 mi. Take the
exit toward Slatersville/Forestdale Rhode
Island Rts 5/102 0.2 mi. Turn right onto
School St 328 ft. Turn right onto Rhode
Island 146A S/State Hwy 146A S 0.3 mi.
Take the 2nd left onto St Paul St at the set of
lights. Firestation on left and convenience
store on right. Entering MassachusettsGo
underneath railway bridge, and pass the
Blackstone Municipal Center 1.8 mi. Turn left
onto MA122 N/Main St 312 ft. Slight right
onto Blackstone St. Destination will be on the
right 1.3 mi.

Move Completed
By Robert Magina

It’s been about a month now and my
wife and I are all moved into our new
townhouse. The living area is pretty
much all unpacked and setup.
Renovations are next. That will be
another story.

As to my “man cave”, I am still
unpacking boxes and setting up. No
surprise right. Much progress has
been made. My designer, Kevin, is
doing some very cool things. The main
workbench is completed with some
very nifty peg board shelving and even
better, pull out work surface areas just
like those on office desks. These are
very cool indeed. My TV’s, cable and
DVD player are up. I have three T8
lights in the wings waiting for
installation and wiring/cable ready to
hook up to the bench. For me this
Kevin creation is like going from a
Volkswagen to a Caddy Escalade. To
go from my small table to this, well it is
over the top for me. Kevin assures me
that not only will my bench be way
more functional and better to use than
my little table, but it will also withstand
an F5 tornado.
I have begun to start putting all my
tools and other assorted modeling
“stuff” onto my bench. I have a lot of
stuff, a lot! It’s amazing and sort of like
Christmas. I am seeing stuff for the
first time that I never knew or forgot
that I had. I will say it is amazing to
see how much modeling “stuff” one
can accumulate in over 32 years of
modeling.
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Now, on to another very cool part of my
new room. The wall shelving is mostly up
now. I have one complete wall of
shelving. Yup and as you can guess, it is
shelving for my model kits or stash as
they say. Over the years we modelers
buy a lot of kits. It is actually amazing just
how many. Then there is how many
duplicates have you bought because you
forgot you already bought one. As I put up
my collection on the shelves I found a
few. You know, in 32 years I have never
seen my entire collection of kits out in one
place. I stand there today and, well am
blown away to see it in its entirety. It is
like, well, your own personal hobby shop.
We still have a little more shelving to put
up to complete the wall shelving. Of
course, my designer Kevin is already
talking about adding an aisle and more
shelving for future expansion. This comes
on his assertion to me that I could not
possibly fit my entire collection on the wall
shelving we put up. However, it is close
but I think I can do it, well maybe.
Imagine, Kevin, my wife and I together in
the room gazing at the empty (now full)
shelving and Kevin describing the need
for an aisle and more shelving. My wife
just rolled her eyes.
The plan is to over the next 3 weeks
finish the electrical and shelving and then
onto the spray booth and display
cabinets. Kevin has some pretty
interesting ideas for these and some
other new features for my new room. I
can’t wait. I hope to be in pretty good
shape by the time of the meeting at my
house in May. I have updated the web
site with new directions and my new
address.

Kevin continually tells me that I for years
modeled in a closet and a very small one
at that. He is right, I did do that. However,
now I will have this incredible room to
model in. I am not sure if I can handle it.
You may find me under the bench
modeling in the corner. I think I made
need some intervention. Time will tell.

Support Your Local Hobby Shops
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In Range:

February 11th Meeting 
Joe Ravino
1/48th F7F Tigercat 3N  Joe Ravino
1/72nd TV22 Blinder  Rick King
1/72nd KA6D Yanker  Rick King
1/35th M5A1 (WIP)  Gil Costa
1/72nd MH35M Pavelo  Peter Jordin
1/72nd Goliath  Peter Jordin

In Attendance:
Frank Knight
Hal Marshman Sr.
John Nickerson
Gian Montecalvo
Joe Russmun
Peter Jordin
Bill Grigg
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Joe Ravino
Kevin Colburn
Norm Robbie
Ray Rosario
Gil Costa
Rick King

Heritage Museum Display 2011

IPMS Bay Colony Modelers meet the second Saturday
of each month from 1:00 to 4:00 PM. The meetings take
place at selected members houses. Look at the
Battlewagon or the club website for locatiion and
directions. Guests are always welcome. Membership is
$10.00 per year. Members and guests are encourged to
bring completed models or works in progress for display
and discussion.
The Battlewagon is published six times per year. All
opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect IPMS Bay Colony or IPMS USA
views. Submissions relevant to modeling are welcome,
and may be published at the discretion of the editor. All
material is subject to editing. There is no payment for
articles.
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IPMS Bay Colony
Historical Modelers
12 Garrison Drive
Plainville, MA 02762

phone: (508)6957754
email: treadhead@comcast.net
web: www.ipmsbaycolony.com

2011  2012 Club Dues

If you have not already done
so, please renew your dues
for the coming 20112012
membership year. Dues are
still $10. Please remit your
dues to John Nickerson at a
meeting or send it to him at
18 Stone Street, RFD #2,
Middleboro, MA 02346

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS

(508) – 222-3460

Hobby Hut
47 Bank Street Rear
Attleboro, MA 02703
Models - Trains - Paints - Rockets - RC
- Hobby Supplies 10-6 Daily
10-5 Sat
Closed Sundays
- WILL SPECIAL ORDER -

IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers
71 Willow Lane
Plainville, MA 02762

